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Abstract

This paper studies the connection between the informal sector and economic development. One important deter-

minant of informality is the tax enforcement capacity of a country which, some authors argue additionally distorts

firms’ decisions and creates inefficiency. In this paper, I assess the quantitative effect of incomplete tax enforcement

on aggregate output and productivity using a dynamic general equilibrium framework. I calibrate the model using

data for Mexico, where the informal sector is large. I then investigate the effects of improving enforcement. My

main finding is that under complete enforcement, Mexico’s labor productivity and output would be 17% higher.
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1. Introduction

The informal sector is a prominent characteristic of many developing countries. In recent years, there has been

a large body of empirical work aimed at understanding what determines the size of the informal sector.2But we are

still far from understanding the relationship between the informal sector and the stage of economic development

(La Porta & Shleifer, 2008).

Is the informal sector good or bad for development? Some authors have argued that firms operating in the

informal sector are less regulated and less taxed than firms in the formal sector, which allows them to operate more

efficiently. This, represents a positive force for development (see Schneider & Enste, 2002). In contrast, other

1This paper is an updated version of a chapter of my PhD dissertation. I would like to thank Richard Rogerson, Berthold Herrendorf
and Ed Prescott for their advise. I would also like to thank David Lagakos, Roozbeh Hosseini, Galina Vershagina, Natalia Kovrijnykh and
Manjira Datta, for their comments and suggestions.

2Perry et al. (2007) provide a review. See also Loayza (2007) and Schneider (2004).
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authors have highlighted distortions that might arise in the presence of a large informal sector. For example, Lewis

(2004) argues that informality distorts the “natural” competitive process as informal firms enjoy of an “unfair” cost

advantage through tax avoidance; Farrell (2004) reports that some informal firms reduce their scale of operation

in order to remain undetected by the government, which makes them less efficient; and Levy (2008) states that

informality is a drag on the development process because it subsidizes employment in less productive activities.

In this paper, I study the connection between the informal sector and economic development. I am interested

in quantifying the extent to which the distortions associated with informality affect output and productivity. To do

this, I develop a general equilibrium model of occupational choice and capital accumulation that includes a taxation

policy with limited enforcement. Individuals have heterogeneous entrepreneurial abilities (as in Lucas, 1978) and

each faces a discrete occupational choice: whether to be a formal entrepreneur, an informal entrepreneur or an

employee. If formal, the entrepreneur pays taxes; if informal, the entrepreneur faces a probability of being detected

that depends positively with the amount of capital hired. In this framework, informality is associated with plant

idiosyncratic distortions similar to those studied by Restuccia & Rogerson (2008).

The novelty in this paper is that it connects informal sector data for a typical developing country with a general

equilibrium model in which the consequences of informality can be studied. I calibrate the model using data for

Mexico, an economy where 31% of the employees work in informal establishments. I then investigate the effects

of improving enforcement. My main finding is that under complete enforcement, Mexico’s labor productivity and

output would be 17% higher. To my knowledge, this is the first paper to provide a quantitative assessment of the

effects of incomplete tax enforcement and to articulate the key economic channels through which these effects are

transmitted.3

To understand the distortionary aspects of incomplete enforcement, it is important to look at two key features of

the equilibrium. The first is that entrepreneurs with low productivity choose informality, while the more productive

ones choose to operate in the formal sector. The reason for this is that any firm below a certain threshold can avoid

3There are two other papers that also study the aggregate consequences of informality within the context of a GE model:de V. Cavalcanti
& Antunes (2007) and Moscoso-Boedo & D’Erasmo (2009). However, the disrtions they emphasize are different from the ones emphasized
in this paper (see below).
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detection and so can operate informally and increase profits by avoiding taxes, at no additional cost. Since less

productive entrepreneurs naturally choose a lower scale, tax avoidance acts as an implicit subsidy for less productive

establishments. This feature induces two types of distortions: a misallocation of resources to establishments with

low productivity; and an increase in the number of unproductive establishments in the economy.

The second feature of the equilibrium is that a significant group of informal establishments optimally reduces

its scale to remain undetected by the government. This brings a distortion in the capital-labor ratio of informal

establishments, because the probability of being detected rises with the amount of capital hired.

When complete enforcement is introduced, these burdens on labor productivity disappear. I find that removing

these distortions would bring total factor productivity (TFP) and output up by 4% in the short run. Furthermore, I

find that, in the long run there would be a 22% increase in the capital stock and an 11% rise in output.

There would also be a gain in the form of lower taxes. Under complete enforcement, the tax base is broadened,

so revenues would remain constant even with a lower tax rate. This is precisely the core of Lewis’ (2004) hypoth-

esis, who argues that the combination of big government and incomplete enforcement creates the need to impose

high taxes on the most productive part of the economy. I find that Mexico could lower taxes from a rate of 26% to

one of 16% under full enforcement. This reduction would further increase output to a level 17% higher than that of

the benchmark economy with informality.

My paper relates to the literature in the following way. First, there are models where the informal sector arises

from incomplete enforcement of taxes and/or regulations: Rauch (1991), Amaral & Quintin (2006), Dabla-Norris

et al. (2008) and de Paula & Scheinkman (2007). However, these authors focus mainly on the determinants of

informality rather than on its consequences. To my knowledge, this is the first paper to provide a quantitative

assessment of the effects of incomplete tax enforcement.

Second, the burdens on productivity associated with informality can be understood as a specific case of the

type of idiosyncratic distortions studied in the literature on resource misallocation across heterogeneous plants and

TFP, identified in the recent work of Restuccia & Rogerson (2008), Guner et al. (2008), and Hsieh & Klenow

(2007). The first two use the US as their benchmark and impose hypothetical policies that affect the prices faced
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by individual establishments, while the third studies the cases of China and India. My paper concentrates on the

Mexican case and assumes a specific policy that distorts the prices faced by individual producers. Along the same

lines, there is also the case study by Gollin (1995) for Ghana, analyzing the impact on productivity of taxes on

large establishments. One important difference between Gollin (1995) and this paper is that the enforcement policy

considered by Gollin does not distort the capital-labor ratios of informal establishments. In the case of Mexico,

Anton & Hernandez (2010) conduct a related study in which they also analyze the informal sector, but ask a

different question and use a different methodology.

de V. Cavalcanti & Antunes (2007) and Moscoso-Boedo & D’Erasmo (2009) also study the aggregate effects of

informality within the context of a GE model. It is worth noticing that these papers emphasize different channels:

while I focus on the scale effects of incomplete tax enforcement, they highlight the importance of debt enforcement

and regulation as in Amaral & Quintin (2010). There are several other methodological differences between these

papers. Perhaps the most significant is that Moscoso-Boedo & D’Erasmo (2009) assume that formal and informal

firms draw from different productivity distributions with the mean of the distribution of formal firms being larger. In

contrast, I assume (as well as de V. Cavalcanti & Antunes (2007)) that both formal and informal entrepreneurs draw

from the same distribution. I make this assumption because it imposes discipline on my exercise and allows me to

study the endogenous implications of informality. Also worth noticing is that the taxation aspects of informality

have been studied relatively less than the regulation and entry costs aspects emphasized by de Soto (1989) (see for

example Herrendorf & Teixeira, 2011).

Finally, this paper is also related to the work by Kuehn (2010) which was recently brought to my attention4.

Kuehn builds a GE model also in the spirit of Guner et al. (2008) to study the determinants of incomplete tax

enforcement. Although Kuehn’s model share some similarities with the one in this paper, we address different

questions. I see the two papers as complementary.

The paper is organized as follow. Following this Introduction, Section 2 presents data documenting relevant

facts about the informal sector and the resource allocation in Mexico; Section 3 presents an overview of the rest

4I thank Tiago Cavalcanti for letting me know about this.
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of the paper and the main goals; Section 4 presents the model, while Section 5 characterizes the steady state

equilibrium; in Section 6, I calibrate the model, and in 7, I present the results. The last section contains my

conclusions.

2. Facts

In this section, I use data to document the following facts: 1) the informal sector in Mexico is large, 2) the

distribution of labor across establishments sizes in Mexico differs from what is found in the US, and 3) informal

establishments are small. Additionally, I rely on other studies to document that informal establishments operate

with smaller capital-labor ratios than their formal counterparts.

To address these inquiries, I use a number of household surveys and a census of establishments. I have access

to microdata from the National Urban Employment Survey (ENEU, by its Spanish acronym), which I use more

intensively. This survey is not only helpful in determining the size of the informal sector in terms of employees,

but it also allows me to examine the size of the establishments referred to. Additionally, I use other surveys and a

census to complement the information in ENEU and to make comparisons with US data.

2.1. The size of the informal sector

Although the ENEU’s main goal is to measure unemployment, I take advantage of a question addressing

whether the surveyed employee is enrolled with the Mexican Social Security Institute (IMSS) or not. As in many

studies on the informal sector literature, I classify an employee as informal if she/he is not enrolled with IMSS and

as formal otherwise. Using this measure, I find that 31% of employees work in the informal sector (see Table 1).The

percentage corresponds to ENEU’s survey in the third trimester of 2002. This percentage has not changed con-

siderably during previous years5. Furthermore, Levy (2008) reports a similar figure using a different methodology

that combines establishment data from the Economic Census and IMSS registries.

5Time series are available upoin request.
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Table 1: Size of the Informal Sector (ENEU 2002_3)
Sector Share

Formal Employees 69.26
Informal Employees 30.74

2.1.1. Laws

In this section, I argue that informality is closely associated with lack of tax law enforcement. According to

Mexican law, all employers must be registered with IMSS and must register their employees as well. Employers

who do not follow this mandate are able to avoid the payment of IMSS contributions for their employees. The

payment of IMSS contributions entitles the worker to a package of benefits including medical coverage in IMSS

hospitals, a savings account for retirement and a savings account for housing.

There are two controversial issues that challenge the suitability of this measure as a proxy for incomplete

enforcement. First, one could make the argument that the actual savings of avoiding IMSS registration are zero

since a worker will only accept a job without IMSS benefits if she/he is compensated with a higher wage. However,

this would not be the case if IMSS benefits are not valued by workers at their full cost; and/or if in the absence of

IMSS coverage workers have access to other inexpensive health and Social Security services.

Levy (2008)has shown that poor workers in particular (which constitute the majority in Mexico), do not value

IMSS coverage fully, due to the difficulty of access to IMSS hospitals borne especially by these types of workers.

Furthermore, since 1997, Mexican Government has provided free alternative medical coverage to workers not

enrolled with IMSS (called Seguro Popular). This means that an employee earns a higher wage in the formal sector

than in the informal one, despite the fact that total earnings (which include the value of benefits) are the same in

both sectors. From the point of view of a firm, however, the cost of an informal employee is lower than the cost of

a formal one. For these reasons, the actual savings to the firm from avoiding IMSS registration are substantial.

The ENEU survey is not useful in determining if the employer that avoids IMSS registration also evades other

kind of taxes and regulations. However, with the help of the micro-business survey (ENAMIN), I conclude below

that this is more likely than not. To make this point, however, I must first study the characteristics of establishments

in the informal sector, which I do later in the next subsection.
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2.2. Establishment size distribution

Here, I present data on the distribution of Mexican establishments by size, including both the formal and the

informal sectors. I compare this to the distribution in the US, which I take as a relatively undistorted economy.

Then, as a second step, I repeat the comparison using only information on the Mexican formal sector. For that

matter, I focus on the labor allocation across establishments of different sizes in the non-agricultural sectors of the

economy. The distribution of employees across similarly-sized establishments in Mexico and the US is shown in

Figure 1.

Figure 1: Non-Agricultural Employment Distribution, 2003.Mexico vs. US
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I have been careful to compare data in both countries that share a similar observation unit, and size categories.

For the case of US, I used the data from the U.S. Census Bureau, which is based on information directly collected

from employers. The 2009 Statistical Abstract reports the employment size distribution of establishments for

several years. This information is only available for establishments with at least one employee.

For the case of Mexico, I used the recently created National Employment and Occupation Survey (ENOE)

which is household based, and took advantage of a question that asks the size of the establishment in which the

surveyed person works. The distribution obtained from this survey is comparable to the US one, to the extent that

the employees report the size of the establishment with the same accuracy as their employers. This problem is

somewhat mitigated by the use of broadly defined size categories. Alternatively, I could have used the Mexican
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Economic Census, which is based on information collected from employers. Unfortunately, that Census does not

include establishments that do not operate out of fixed premises, which in the case of Mexico is not a negligible

group. In contrast, the ENOE is constructed to include this type of establishment.

One final issue I had to address was the definition of size categories. The ENOE does not report size categories

comparable to the US in the right tail, and these are of some importance not only for the current comparison, but

especially for later exercises in this paper. Since virtually all large establishments operate out of fixed premises, I do

not expect the Census and ENOE to differ much from each other in the right tail. So to obtain the full distribution

for Mexico, I used the Census information to complement the ENOE. For more details on how these two sources

were combined, see the Appendix6.

In Figure 1, the height of the bar represents the proportion of employees in each size category. It is clear that in

Mexico, more labor is concentrated among establishments with less than 20 employees. While in Mexico around

55% of the employees are employed in these small establishments, the figure is only 25% in the US. The opposite

is the case with larger establishments. Hence, when compared to the US, it is clear that Mexico allocates much

more resources in small establishments.

To shed some light on how the existence of informal establishments affects size distribution in Mexico, I

examine the distribution of labor in the formal sector alone, and compare it against the US. There are two data

sets that I could use to look at the distribution in the formal sector. One is the IMSS registries (available in Levy

(2008)), and the other is the ENEU household survey for which I have microdata. I present both calculations.

The advantage of using the IMSS registries is that the size categories are comparable to the categories in the

US data; the disadvantage however, is that the observation unit is not the establishment. The IMSS registry units

correspond to an employer ID number provided by the same institution. This ID number does not map exactly to

either establishments or firms (see Appendix). Figure 2 presents the distribution of labor calculated from IMSS

registries alongside distribution of employees in the US (as in Figure 1). An examination of this figure shows that

6In fact, the size categories in Figure 1 differ in the following way. For US the categories are: under 20, 20 to 99, 100 to 999, 1000 or
more; for Mexico the categories are: 20 or less, 21 to 100, 101 to 1001, 1001 or more.
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the two distributions are quite similar. It follows that most of the informal employees work in small establishments,

or in other words, that informal establishments are small.

Figure 2: Non-Agricultural Employment Distribution, 2003 -IMSS registriesMexico Formal vs. US
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The size distribution of employees in the Formal sector can also be calculated from the ENEU household

survey. The size categories in ENEU are not comparable with the US data, so Figure 3 compares the Formal sector

distribution with the informal sector distribution. The broad picture is similar what we see using IMSS registries:

most of the informal employees are working in small establishments, and the distribution within the formal sector

has more mass in the upper tail as in the US case.

Figure 3: Employment Distribution in Urban Mexico, 2002 - ENEUMexico Formal vs. Mexico Informal
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2.2.1. Micro-business Survey

Since I use a definition of informality that depends on the registration status with IMSS, this may raise some

concerns regarding the status of informal establishments with respect to other institutions. I next address this

concern using a Micro-business survey (ENAMIN).

The ENAMIN survey is a by-product of the ENEU survey. Its basic purpose to record the characteristics of

Mexican micro-businesses. ENAMIN focus only on employed persons who in ENEU reported being either own-

account workers or employers hiring 6 or less employees. The questionnaire asks whether the business owner is

registered with the Ministry of Finance and Public Credit (SHCP), the Mexican federal tax authority. I present the

proportion of businesses not registered with the SHCP by establishment size in Table 2. The same picture appears

again: the smaller the establishment, the more likely it is to not be registered with tax authority.

Table 2: Under-registration with the Federal Treasury
ENAMIN Data 2002

Size Category % not registered
1 0.78
2 0.52
3 0.39
4 0.25
5 0.16
6 0.17

The ENAMIN is also useful because it allows us to look at other characteristics of firms avoiding registration

besides their size. The literature provides evidence that informal establishments operate with a lower capital-labor

ratio than their formal counterparts. For example, Thomas (1992), reports this to be the case for a survey of Peruvian

establishments. Although I am unable to access data on capital per worker for Mexican informal establishments,

I used the ENAMIN to examine the differences in the use of capital between informal and formal establishments.

This information is summarized in Table 3. In particular, I note that 81% of businesses in the ENAMIN that report

not being registered with SHCP also report the absence of fixed structures (a physical property or facility) where

they perform their productive activities. Even for employers only, the percentage is still high (74%).
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Table 3: Percentage w/o fixed structures (ENAMIN, 2002)
Not Registered Registered

All Businesses 81% 24%
Only Employers 74% 14%

3. Overview

The previous section documented three facts. First, 31% of Mexican employees work in the informal sector;

second, the distribution of Mexican employees by company size allocates much more mass to small establishments

than the US distribution; and the third, that most informal establishments are small. Additionally, the literature has

shown that informal establishments operate with smaller capital-labor ratios than their formal counterparts.

The goal of this paper is to investigate the extent to which the size distribution of establishments in Mexico

is the result of a distortion induced by incomplete enforcement, and to assess the consequences of this distortion

for labor productivity. In the hypothesis advanced by Lewis (2004), less productive informal entrepreneurs take

market share away from the more productive formal firms by enjoying the gains of tax evasion. Despite their higher

productivity, formal firms are at a pricing disadvantage against informal firms because they face the burden of high

taxes. In words of La Porta & Shleifer (2008), the informal sector acts as a “parasite”, surviving at the expense of

formal firms.

Lewis’ conjecture is identical in one respect to what is studied in the literature on resource misallocation (e.g

Restuccia & Rogerson (2008), Guner et al. (2008), and Hsieh & Klenow (2007)). There, establishments face

“idiosyncratic” distortions that affect individual prices, and therefore the allocation of resources and TFP. In Lewis,

incomplete enforcement of taxation also constitutes an “idiosyncratic distortion”; informal entrepreneurs pay no

taxes and formal ones do, meaning resources are inefficiently allocated towards the former.

It is not the thesis of this paper that the differences between Mexico and US distributions are due solely to

incomplete enforcement differences. For example, it could be argued that Mexico’s skewed distribution is merely

the result of its early stage of development. A number of authors have documented the steady rise in average firm

size in the US during the 19th and 20th century (for a short bibliography, see Desmet & Parente (2009)). However,
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when one looks at the distribution in US in the past, at a point in time during which US had the same GDP per capita

as modern-day Mexico (around the 1930s), it is clear that it was not as highly concentrated in small establishments

as it is in Mexico today7. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that the large concentration of labor resources in

small establishments in today’s Mexico is at least in part influenced by incomplete enforcement and the presence

of the informal sector.

With this in mind, I build a model with heterogeneous entrepreneurial abilities and a taxation policy with

limited enforcement. This policy links the probability of detection to the amount of capital hired by the tax evader.

This will lead to an endogenously determined informal sector where establishments with low productivity sort into

informality. This specification captures the fact that smaller establishments are more likely to be informal and that

they also show a smaller capital-labor ratio.

4. Economic Environment

There is a representative household in this economy which is populated by a continuum of individuals (mem-

bers) of mass 1 as in Guner, Ventura, & Xu (2008). At period zero, the household is endowed with K0 units of

capital while each member is endowed with entrepreneurial ability z ∈ [z,z]. This entrepreneurial ability is dis-

tributed according to pdf g(z) and cdf G(z) and it does not evolve over time. Additionally, individuals have 1 unit

of time each period.

The household has preferences over a sequence of consumption goods defined by:

∞

∑
t=0

β
tu(Ct) (1)

Where Ct is the consumption in period t. The household accumulates capital by making investments Xt , and as

is standard, the accumulation is determined by the following rule:

7Granovetter (1984) documented the fact that the proportion of employees in US manufacturing establishments with less than 20 em-
ployees was 10% in 1933 while the proportion of employees in Mexican manufacturing establishments with less than 15 workers was 37.5%
in 2005. Notice that the size category is capped at a smaller size for Mexico than for the US, but the proportion allocated is still larger.
Similarly, for the same size categories I find that for the retail and wholesale sectors, the figures are 63.8% and 44.4% for the US in 1939,
and 72% and 48% for Mexico in 2005.
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Kt+1 = Xt +(1−δ )Kt .

Each household member z can have one out of three alternative occupations: entrepreneur in the formal sector,

entrepreneur in the informal sector or employee in the formal or the informal sector.

Regardless of formality status, if an individual with ability z is an entrepreneur, she has access to the technology

f (z,k, l) = zkθk lθl and 0 < θk +θl < 1, and I define γ = θk +θl . This technology exhibits decreasing returns to scale

ensuring the coexistence of establishments with heterogeneous productivities (as in Lucas (1978)). If, on the other

hand, the individual is an employee, the individual supplies 1 unit of labor which yields income w, independently

of the value of z.

A government levies a tax τy on establishment’s output, and the revenue is given back to the household as a

lump sum transfer. An output tax is equivalent to simultaneously taxing labor, capital and entrepreneurial profits

(before taxes). The implicit assumption is that these three margins are taxed at the same rate. Later, I analyze how

deviations from this assumption affect the results of the experiments performed.

Taxes can be avoided by operating in the informal sector, but tax avoidance comes with a cost. In particular, I

assume that informal entrepreneurs face a probability of detection and hence punishment. Once caught, the member

will be given a fresh start in the next period and will be able to work as any of the three occupations available. The

specification of the probability of detection will be referred as the enforcement function. I focus on a function

that depends on the amount of capital hired in the establishment. Later in the paper I assume that the probability

of detection could depend alternatively on the labor hired or the output produced. Perhaps not surprisingly, the

results show that when the enforcement policy depends on capital, the negative effects of incomplete enforcement

on accumulation are larger. The following is assumed:

p(k(z)) =


0, k(z)0 b

1, else
, (2)
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where k(z) is the capital hired by entrepreneur z and b > 0.

A key feature of the punishment policy is that its level is set high enough to reduce informal profits (if detected)

to a level below formal profits. For purposes of simplicity, the punishment is set equal to the current period earnings.

This enforcement policy gives informal entrepreneurs the opportunity of choosing to operate with a capital

level equal to b or lower, low enough not to get caught by the government while still enjoying the benefits of tax

avoidance.

The stepwise specification might at firsth glance seem too restrictive, so I should take a moment to comment on

the advantages and disadvantages of this choice. In terms of the equilibrium characterization of the occupational

choices, this specification and any other that includes a strictly increasing probability of being caught are equivalent.

Both will characterize occupational choices with two thresholds in the range of entrepreneurial abilities z (see

section 5). The stepwise specification chosen, however, has a clear advantage in terms of computational burden; it

avoids the need to numerically solve a nonlinear system of equations for each point of my grid. The specification

choice will still affect the distortion suffered by informal establishments in their capital-labor ratios; but in the

absence of good data on these ratios, I chose the stepwise specification for convenience.

4.1. Earnings for alternative occuaptions

I will now analyze earnings for alternative occupations in more detail. As mentioned above an individual can

have one out of the three possible occupations: employee, informal entrepreneur, formal entrepreneur. I assume

employees are free to move across sectors and therefore a member working as an employee will simply earn wage

w regardless of the sector in which she is employed.

A formal entrepreneur with entrepreneurial ability z maximizes profits according to:

πF(z;w,r) = max
{lF ,kF}

{
(1− τy)zkθk

F lθl
F −wlF − rkF

}
, (3)

where w is the wage rate and r is the price of capital. kF(z,w,r) and lF(z,w,r) denote the optimal choices of capital

and labor respectively in the problem above.
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An entrepreneur in the informal sector maximize expected profits taking into account the probability of detec-

tion mentioned in the previous section:

πI(z;w,r) = max
{lI ,kI}

{
(1− p(kI))

(
zkθk

I lθl
I −wlI− rkI

)}
.

kI(z,w,r) and lI(z,w,r) denote the optimal choices of capital and labor respectively. Note that it is not optimal

for any informal entrepreneur to operate with capital gerater than b (otherwise her profits will be zero). However

she could choose to operate with capital equal to b, just low enough to prevent detection by the government while

still enjoying the benefits of tax avoidance. Therefore the profits of an entrepreneur in the informal sector can also

be expressed as:

πI(z;w,r) = max
{lI ,kI}

{
zkθk

I lθl
I −wlI− rkI

}
s.t. kI 0 b (4)

Once occupations are defined for each z (occupational choices are described below), total household income is

given by:

E(w,r) =

ˆ z̄

z
I(z)πI(z;w,r)dG(z) (5)

+

ˆ z̄

z
F(z)πF(z;w,r)dG(z)+

ˆ z̄

z
w(1− I(z)−F(z))dG(z)

where F(z) and I(z) are index functions and equal 1 if the occupation for individual z is formal or informal

entrepreneur, respectively and cero otherwise. Similarly, let the index function, Ic(z) equal 1 for the case when an

informal entrepreneur is constrained (i.e. kI(z,w,r) = b), and cero otherwise.

4.2. Government

In the present model, the government obtains revenue from two different sources: tax revenues and enforcement

penalties. It turns out that given the nature of the enforcement policy, penalty revenues will be zero in equilibrium.
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I assume a balanced budget for the government in every period so that all proceeds from government activities are

given back to the household in the form of a lump sum transfer. The government budget balance condition is:

Rt = Tt , ∀t (6)

where Rt is tax revenue.

4.3. Representative household problem

The household chooses sequences of consumption, capital and each member’s occupation taking as given the

price sequences {wt ,rt}, taxes τy, transefers {Tt} and enforcement parameter b to maximize lifetime utility. The

problem is:

max
{Ct ,Kt ,It(z),Ft(z)}

{
∞

∑
t=0

β
tu(Ct)

}
(7)

Subject to the following budget constraint:

Ct(z)+Kt+1− (1−δ )Kt = rtKt +E(wt ,rt ;τy,b)+Tt ,∀t (8)

where K0 is given and E(wt ,rt ;τy,b) is the same as in 5. I use I(z;w,r) and F(z;w,r) to represent occupational

optimal decisions.

I focus on the steady state (SS) equilibrium of this economy. As standard, the first order conditions of this

problem in the steady state imply that:

r =
1
β
− (1−δ ) (9)

4.4. Market Clearing

The Market clearing condition for the labor market will equate the aggregate labor demand from the two sectors

to labor supply:
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ˆ z̄

z
I(z;wt ,rt)lI(z;wt ,rt)dG(z)+

ˆ z̄

z
F(z;wt ,rt)lF(z;wt ,rt)dG(z) =

ˆ z̄

z
W (z;wt ,rt)dG(z) (10)

where W (z;wt ,rt) = 1− I(z;wt ,rt)−F(z;wt ,rt). Market clearing for the capital and good markets are, respec-

tively:

ˆ z̄

z
I(z;wt ,rt)kI(z;wt ,rt)dG(z)+

ˆ z̄

z
F(z;wt ,rt)kF(z;wt ,rt)dG(z) = Kt ,

and,

Ct +Kt+1− (1−δ )Kt = ˆ z̄

z
I(z;wt ,rt)yI(z;wt ,rt)dG(z)+

ˆ z̄

z
F(z;wt ,rt)yF(z;wt ,rt)dG(z).

4.5. Equilibrium Definition

An equilibrium for this economy is sequences {Ct ,Kt+1,wt ,rt} and {It(z),Ft(z)}∀z ∈ [z,z] , such that taking

factor prices {wt ,rt}, policies parameters τy and b, and transfers {Tt}, the household solves her problem, firms

maximize profits ∀t, and markets clear ∀t.

4.6. Steady State

In the following section, I will focus on the steady state equilibrium. Because I define time-invariant taxation

and enforcement policies, the dynamic part of this economy is no different from the one in the standard growth

model. In the steady state, factor prices, occupational decisions, aggregate capital and output are constant over

time.

5. Model Properties

In this section I analyze some properties of the model. The steady state equilibrium is characterized by three

thresholds {z1,zc,z2} that summarize the occupational decisions of the agents and whether the capital choices of

informal entrepreneurs are constrained or unconstrained. I study the determination of these thresholds next.
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Standard arguments on the monotonicity of entrepreneurial profits ensure the existence of a threshold z1 such

that w = πM(z1;w,r), where πM(z;w,r) = max{πI(z;w,r),πF(z;w,r)} ,∀z. It follows that all agents with z < z1 will

become employees and the rest entrepreneurs. Also standard are the optimal decisions of formal entrepreneurs:

kF(z,w,r) = ((1− τy)z)
1

1−γ

(
θl

w

) θl
1−γ
(

θk

r

) 1−θl
1−γ

, (11)

lF(z,w,r) = ((1− τy)z)
1

1−γ

(
θl

w

) 1−θk
1−γ
(

θk

r

) θk
1−γ

, (12)

and therefore maximum profits can be expressed as a function of prices and parameters:

πF(z,w,r) = (1− γ)((1− τy)z)
1

1−γ

(
θl

w

) θl
1−γ
(

θk

r

) θk
1−γ

. (13)

One less standard feature of the model is related to the presence of the informal sector. Again, some en-

trepreneurs in the informal sector will be better off hiring capital equal to b, just low enough to avoid detection.

The threshold zc is defined so that all informal entrepreneurs with z < zc operate unconstrained with kI(z,w,r)< b

while all those z ≥ zc operate constrained, i.e. kI(z,w,r) = b. To illustrate this, consider an entrepreneur z in the

informal sector for whom kI(z,w,r)< b. The optimal capital demand for this entrepreneur will be identical to the

one given by equation (11) but replacing τy = 0. Note that, the monotonicity of this demand function with respect

to z ensures the existence of the threshold zc as defined above. Hence, the optimal informal profits are expressed in

terms of prices and parameters only by:

πI(z;w,r) =


(1− γ)z

1
1−γ

(
θl
w

) θl
1−γ
(

θk
r

) θk
1−γ

, kI(z,w,r)< b

(1−θl)z
1

1−θl

(
θl
w

) θl
1−θl b

θk
1−θl − rb, kI(z,w,r) = b

. (14)

How do profits in the informal sector compare to profits in the formal sector for a given entrepreneur z? It turns

out that if b > 0 and τy > 0 is not too large, there exists a threshold z2 such that πI(z2;w,r) = πF(z2;w,r). It follows

that entrepreneurs with ability z < z2 would prefer the informal sector and the rest prefer the formal sector.
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To see this, note first that both the informal and formal entrepreneurs profits are increasing convex functions of

z (because the exponent of the entrepreneurial ability is 1
1−γ

> 1). Second, note that by comparing equation (13)

and the top case of equation (14), it is clear that at least for all z 0 zc, informal profits are larger than formal profits.

This is trivially true for other entrepreneurs to the right of zc. Finally, note that 1
1−γ

> 1
1−θl

and hence as z→ ∞,

πF(z;w,r) > πI(z;w,r). This implies the existence of a threshold z2 such that πI(z2;w,r) = πF(z2;w,r) provided

that b > 0 and τy > 0 is not too large.

In order to have a steady state equilibrium where both the informal and formal sectors are positive, b > 0

must not be too small and τy > 0 must not be too large. When τy is large, the profits in the formal sector remain

below the profits in the informal sector acrros the full range of existing entrepreneurial abilities [z, z̄]. This means

all entrepreneurs would become informal. For example, in the case τy = 1 formal sector profits are zero for all

z ∈ [z, z̄], and therefore when b > 0, all entrepreneurs are informal. Similarly, when b = 0, profits in the informal

sector are zero regardless of ability level, and all entrepreneurs become formal if τy < 1. For intermediate cases,

the the informal sector size will be positive provided that b > 0 is not too small, otherwise profits in the informal

sector could remain low for all agents when compared to both employee earnings or formal profits. Finally, note

that if in equilibrium both the informal and the formal sectors are positive, it must be that not all of the informal

entrepreneurs are unconstrained; otherwise the threshold z2 would not exist.

Figure 4 on page 21 provides a graph of the optimal occupational choices, while a full characterization is given

in the following:

Proposition 1. In a steady state equilibrium with positive formal and informal sectors, there exists thresholds
{z1,zc,z2} such that:

1) ∀z ∈ [z,z1) individuals decide to be employees;
2) ∀z ∈ [z1,z2) individuals are informal entrepreneurs;
3) ∀z ∈ [z2, z̄] individuals are formal entrepreneurs;
4) when zc > z1individuals z ∈ (zc,z2) are constrained informal entrepreneurs; and when zc 0 z1 all informal

entrepreneurs are constrained.

Proof. The proof is as discussed in the text.

It is convenient to establish some other properties of the equilibrium that are useful to characterize the informal

sector.
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Proposition 2. In an equilibrium with positive informal and formal sectors, the capital demand schedule has a
discontinuity (see Figure 5 on the next page).

Proof. As note above, if both sectors are positive, it must be that the more capable informal entrepreneurs are
constrained. Consider the entrepreneur indifferent between the two sectors z2. If informal, she would hire b capital,
if formal, she would hire an amount strictly larger than b. To illustrate this, note that the optimal decisions of
entrepreneur z2 are the same as those of a hypothetical entrepreneur that operates unconstrained and pays no taxes;
this entrepreneur is zh = (1− τy)z2. Entrepreneur z2 hires capital strictly larger than b as long as zh > zc, and this
inequality holds because as shown in the bottom case of equation (14), πI(z;w,r) is strictly increasing.

Corollary 3. In an equilibrium with positive informal and formal sectors, the labor demand schedule is strictly
increasing with respect to z

Proof. It follows from the proof of the proposition above.

This discontinuity in the capital schedule translates into an informal sector that appears less capital intensive.

The capital-employee ratio is smaller, as is the capital-output ratio. Next, I address some properties of the equilib-

rium that will be useful in the calibration and results sections. Consider the following:

Proposition 4. In a steady state equilibrium with positive informal sector, an increase in τy reduces the em-
ployee/entrepreneur threshold z1.

Proof. Consider first the effects of reducing τy while holding factor prices fixed. Formal profits are reduced for all
entrepreneurial abilities, therefore the threshold z2 increases, causing some entrepreneurs to switch from the formal
to the informal sector. The effect of this is to reduce aggregate labor demand by two channels: by constraining
new informal entrepreneurs and by the direct effect of higher taxes on previously formal entrepreneurs. Therefore,
aggregate labor demand decreases putting downward pressure on wages. Since the rental rate of capital is constant
across steady states, the wage diminishes and the employee/entrepreneur threshold declines as well.

The decrease in the employee/entrepreneur threshold has significant consequences for the employment size

distribution of establishments. I will use this property later in the calibration section. The following moments are

affected by the change in τy:

1. The mean size: µ = G(z1)
1−G(z1)

,

2. The share of employees in establishments with l̄ or more employees for l̄ > µ . This moment is defined as

follow: sl̄ =
´ z̄

x l(z;w,r)dG(z)
G(z1)

, where x is the entrepreneur for whom l(x;w,r) = l̄.
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Figure 4: Characterization of Occupational Decisions
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3. The mean size of establishments with l̄ or more employees for l̄ > µ . This moment is defined as follow:

µl̄ =
´ z̄

x l(z;w,r)dG(z)
1−G(x)

Corollary 5. In a steady state equilibrium with a positive informal sector, an increase in τy reduces moments 1,2
and 3.

Proof. Number 1 follows from the definition of mean size: µ = G(z1)
1−G(z1)

. Number 2 follows from 1 because less
density is necessary above the original mean if we are going to reduce it. The last point is more subtle. Define x as
the entrepreneur for whom l(x;w,r) = l̄, note that this moment is defined as:

µl̄ =

´ z̄
x l(z;w,r)dG(z)

1−G(x)
=

´ z̄
x l(z;w,r)dG(z)

G(z1)

1−G(x)
G(z1)

.

Clearly, the numerator is smaller because of 2 and the denominator is larger because both G(z1) and G(x)
decline. The drop in G(z1) is a restatement of Proposition 4 and the drop in G(x) occurs because as mentioned in
the proof of proposition 4, each entrepreneur demands less employees after the tax is reduced.

Finally, I will stress one important role played by the span of control parameter γ as summarized by the follow-
ing:

Proposition 6. In an equilibrium with a positive informal sector, an increase in either θk or θl , increases the
employee/entrepreneur threshold z1.

Proof. This follows from the assumption of a Cobb-Douglas production function. The effect of increasing γ is to
reduce the fraction of value added by entrepreneurs, and therefore her earnings. Marginal entrepreneur z1 will no
longer be indifferent and will choose to become an employee. This is also trivially true for entrepreneurs to the
right of z1.

Corollary 7. In an equilibrium with a positive informal sector, an increase in either θk or θl increases moments 1,
2 and 3.

Proof. For moments 1 and 2 the proof is the same as for Corollary 5. For moment number 3, the proof is almost
identical except that now the reason G(x) increases is that labor demand is larger for all entrepreneurs as a result of
the change in their marginal productivity.

6. Calibration

In this section I will describe the calibration strategy. Since I target a developing country (Mexico), my strategy

will be different from that followed by works that focus on developed economies, like Restuccia & Rogerson (2008)

and Guner, Ventura, & Xu (2008). These assume that US has small distortions and the distortion-free scenario is
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used as a benchmark to study how deviations affect equilibrium variables. In the case of this paper, however, the

distortions characteristic of the Mexican Economy prevent us from taking the same approach.

The parameters to calibrate are the tax rate paid by the formal sector, τy, the technology parameters θk, γ and

depreciation δ , the discount rate β , the enforcement policy parameter, and the entrepreneurial ability distribution

parameters. The enforcement policy used as a benchmark is described in equation (2), where the probability of

detection depends on capital; therefore, only one parameter needs to be calibrated (b). Later, I consider alterna-

tive specifications of this policy. Entrepreneurial ability is assumed to follow a truncated Pareto distribution with

parameters zmin, zmax and s. More specifically I assume that z has cdf:

G(z) =
1−
( zmin

z

)s

1−
(

zmin
zmax

)s ,

where s > 0 is the shape parameter and z ∈ [zmin,zmax], with 0 < zmin < zmax. I make this choice for two main

reasons. The first is that the firm size distribution in the US has been reported to be well described by a Pareto

distribution (Axtell (2001)). The second is more practical: a truncated Pareto is fully defined on an interval that I

can link directly with the model objects z and z̄.

I start with the value of the parameters for which I am able to provide an independent calibration, which are the

exponent of capital in the production function θk and the depreciation rate δ .

I choose θk = .33 for the following reasons. First, because it is the standard value used by a number of

studies focusing on Mexico. For example, Bergoeing et al. (2001) use θk = .33 to compute TFP series for Mexico;

Solimano et al. (2005) perform growth accounting using θk = .35 for several Latin American economies including

Mexico; and Restuccia (2008) uses a value of θk = .28 for a production function with decreasing returns to scale.

Second, this value is consistent with the estimates of Garcia-Verdu (2005).

I choose δ = .05 following Solimano et al. (2005) and Bergoeing et al. (2001) who use the same value for the

deprecation rate. Additionally, this value is roughly consistent with time series data on investment and consumption

of fixed capital in Mexico, as I will explain below.

Given the choices of θk and δ , I proceed to calibrate the remaining parameters in the model. In order to do
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this, I solve for the equilibrium as a function of these parameters and set the value of each of them so that the

model replicates a number of features of the Mexican economy. These features are the ratio of total tax revenue

to GDP, various moments of the size distribution of employment, the size of the informal sector and the aggregate

capital-output ratio.

The data for the moments of the size distribution of employment and the size of the informal sector was

described in Section 2. The data for the other two targets (the capital-output ratio and the revenue to GDP ratio)

has not been decribed before.

An assesment of the magnitude of the capital-output ratio is needed. For this matter, I use data on the consump-

tion of fixed capital (as a fraction of GNI) from Indicators (2005), and take the average since 1980 (which I call d).

This average is around 10%. The model counterpart of d is δK/Y . Since δand d are known, I solve for K/Y from

this equation and obtain K/Y = d/δ = .10/.05 = 2.

This value of the capital-output ratio is close to the one found in two independent studies that estimate the

capital stock in Mexico. Hofman (2000) performs a disaggregated estimation by type. The implied capital-output

ratio in his work is around 1.7. Restuccia (2008) uses data from the Penn World Tables to estimate the capital-output

ratios of a number of Latin American countries. He finds a value of around 1.9 for Mexico.

As a check, I used the capital accumulation equation in the balanced growth path combined with data on invest-

ment and capital consumption to jointly calculate the capital-output ratio and the depreciation rate. Specifically,

I take yearly data on Gross fixed capital formation (%GDP) and the consumption of fixed capital (%GNI) from

Indicators (2005), and take averages since 1980; then I solve the following system of equations: (1): (1+ n)(1+

g)(K/Y ) = (1− δ )(K/Y )+ (I/Y ), and (2) δ (K/Y ) = d. Where n and g are the annual population and technol-

ogy growth rates respectively, and d = 0.105. I set n = .02 and g = .025, again using data since 1980. The two

unknowns are (K/Y ) and δ . I get K/Y = 1.9 and δ = .059.

The ratio of government tax revenue as a fraction of GDP is calculated as follows: according to OECD.stat,

total tax revenue in 2003 was $1,312,246.9183 million pesos and according to INEGI the GDP in 2003 was

6,891,992.482 million pesos. This gives a ratio of 19% of GDP.
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One important outcome of the calibration is the value of the implicit tax rate paid by the formal sector and

avoided by the informal. Ideally I would like to have a measure of the savings that an informal entrepreneur is able

to achieve. For this matter, I would have to not only make a full characterization of the Mexican tax code, but also

to consider non tax savings or expenditures such as bribes and red tape. Furthermore, for some taxes such as Social

Security contributions it is important to consider the worker’s valuationof these benefits, because these are key in

determining the actual savings from hiring informal workers.

Instead of attempting to calculate each component of the implicit taxes, I have assumed that informal sector

savings can be summarized by an output tax that captures all the costs of operating formally. I will assume first

that all of these costs come exclusively from the tax burden and that there are no regulatory costs. Note particularly

that the value of τy should be larger if there are non-tax costs associated with formality such as those incurred in

meeting labor, health and environmental regulations. Put differently, recent news reports charge informal firms

with “stealing” electricity, so another cost associated with formality is the full payment of electric bills. On the

other hand, there could be non-tax costs associated with informality, such as bribes, that will tend to reduce the

value of τy. Because of these issues, I also report results for the case where positive non-tax costs of formality are

considered.

I also perform a sensitivity analysis to determine how the model’s outcomes change under alternative tax types.

There are three type of idiosyncratic distortions that a firm can experience in the model: on labor prices, on capital

prices and on the value added by the entrepreneur8. A tax on total output will be equivalent to a tax on all three

margins simultaneously. To assess the importance of each of them, I separately examine the cases of taxes on

output, labor, capital and entrepreneurial output.

Note also that the discount rate β can not be calibrated in the usual way. The usual way would be to obtain the

value of r from the FOC of the firms and then using this value in the Euler equation to determine β . In principle, one

would think that the FOC of the formal establishments can be used to find the value of r; but for that I would need

8In this model there are only three factors: capital, labor and entrepreneurs. However, in practical terms, the value not added by capital
and labor cannot be assumed to come entirely from entrepreneurial services, since it also includes the contribution of other factors not
considered here, such as “organizational capital”.
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an estimation of the capital-output ratio in the formal sector, which is not available. Mexico’s National Accounts

include an estimation of the informal sector, and since I used National Accounts data to estimate the K/Y ratio, I

think of it as a ratio that includes the capital and the output from both sectors.

6.1. Matching Moments

The remaining parameters are τy, γ, zmin, zmax, s, b and β . The choice of zmin is, to some extent, arbitrary. This

is because all individuals with entrepreneurial ability below the z1 threshold become identical employees (their

ability is transformed into 1 unit of labor). Therefore, what matters in equilibrium is the mass of individuals to

the left of z1. Once zmin is set, this mass is fully determined by the parameters that describe the distribution of

entrepreneurial abilities.

The rest of the parameter values are obtained by matching moments of the plant size distribution, the capital-

output ratio, tax revenue and the size of the informal sector measured in terms of the proportion of employees

working there. In the model there is a weakly monotonic equilibrium relationship between the size of a productive

unit in terms of the labor employed and its entrepreneurial ability (see corollary 3). I take advantage of this

feature to calibrate the parameters of the entrepreneurial ability distribution, using the employment distribution of

establishments across size categories as well as information on the average size of the units in each category9. The

moments targeted are:

1. the average size of establishments in the economy,

2. the average size of establishments with more than 100 workers,

3. the proportion of workers in establishments with more than 100 workers,

4. the size of the informal sector,

5. the capital-output ratio, and

6. tax revenue in proportion to GDP.

9This procedure is close to those in Guner, Ventura, & Xu (2008) and Rubini (2009)
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Note that by targeting the first three moments, I can also match their complements: the share of workers and

the average size of establishments with 100 workers or less. How well I can match similar moments for more

disaggregated size categories will depend solely on the structure imposed by the Pareto distribution. As I show

below, the calibration yields estimated parameters that replicate the data fairly well even in highly disaggregated

size categories, despite the fact that I do not target such moments. I present a summary of the calibration targets in

Table 4.

Table 4: Calibration Targets Summary
Parameter Target Source

θk capital share Gollin (2002);
Garcia-Verdu (2005)

δ gross capital formation; WDI,
consumption of fixed capital; Solimano et al. (2005) and

Bergoeing et al. (2001)
zmin arbitrary -

γ

β moments of distribution; Matching
zmax size of informal sector; moments

s capital-output ratio
τy Tax revenue/GDP
b

As part of the sensitivity analysis, I performed calibration exercises for a number of cases varying both the

type and levels of taxes and the type of enforcement policy considered. Each exercise required an independent

calibration, hence, different calibrated parameters emerged in each case.

6.2. Calibration Properties

The targeted moments are well matched as can be confirmed in Table 5, which presents data and model values.

Perhaps more interesting is the fact that the calibration yields parameters that replicate well a number of mo-

ments that were not targeted explicitly. In Table 6, the model is shown to replicate the mean size and the labor

shares for a number of highly disaggregated size categories. This is an important check for the methodology used,

because by replicating the allocation of labor across categories that differ in average size, I am in fact replicating
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Table 5: Calibration Targets
Targeted Variables Data Model

K/Y 2.0 2.0
mean size 5.8 5.8

Informal Size (%) 30 30
Tax revenue/GDP .19 .1966

Mean size by employment size category:
more than 100 364 364.9

Worker share by employment size category:
more than 100 .32 .32

labor allocation across productivity levels.

Table 6: Calibration: Non-targeted Moments
Size Category Labor share Mean Size
(total workers) Model Data Model Data

2 to 5 0.4093 0.3875 2.6 2.6
6 to 10 0.0473 0.0965 8.6 7.4
11 to 15 0.0448 0.0463 12.7 12.7
16 to 20 0.0299 0.0217 17.9 17.8
21 to 30 0.0397 0.0313 24.8 24.9
31 to 50 0.0502 0.0406 38.6 38.9
51 to 100 0.0655 0.0569 69.6 70.7

101 to 250 0.0824 0.0843 152.4 155
251 to 500 0.0624 0.0692 346.1 344
501 to 1000 0.0597 0.0578 697.4 697.1

1001 or more 0.1123 0.108 1823.9 2218.5

The calibrated parameter values are presented in Table 7. Note that the value of γ is 0.7455–relatively low

compared to the what was found in studies focused in the United States. In particular, Atkeson & Kehoe (2005)

estimate a value of .85 for US manufactures. The value of γ is quantitatively important, and the following section

explores the effects of changes in this value.
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Table 7: Parameter Values
Parameter Calibrated Value

θk .33
δ .05
β 0.943
γ 0.7455

zmin 0.7
zmax 10.089

s 4.045
b 3.3
τy .26

7. Results

Once the model is calibrated to the Mexican economy, I can investigate the negative effects of incomplete

enforcement polices. To do this, I use as a benchmark this calibrated economy and perform three exercises: one

that focus in short-run effects and a couple more that explore long-run effects. In these exercises, I introduce

complete tax enforcement by making b = 0 in the model, this implies that all establishments would pay an uniform

tax (τy).

As a first step, I look at the equilibrium in the first period, right after the new enforcement policy is introduced.

In this period, the capital stock is the same as in the economy with incomplete enforcement, because accumulation

has not occurred yet. Table 8 shows the value of aggregate variables in this context. Since capital and labor (mass

1) are no different from the benchmark economy, the only reason that output increases is that these resources are

used more efficiently. Not surprisingly, output increases the same as TFP. Also, notice that in this first period,

wages decrease.

The gains in TFP are associated with the removal of distortions present under incomplete tax enforcement.

The effects of incomplete enforcement include distorting three margins: occupational optimal choices, allocation

of resources across establishments, and capital-labor ratios of informal establishments. The first two distortions

occur across establishments while the last one occurs within establishments. Incomplete tax enforcement distorts

occupational choices because it makes more attractive entrepreneurship; also, it distorts the allocation of resources
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Table 8: Short Run Effects:

First Period after change in Enforcement
Variable Value under Complete

Enforcement relative to Benchmark
Y 1.04
τy 1
K 1

T FP 1.04
Employeeshare 1.11

AvEntrepAb 1.22
r 1.14
w 0.86

directly because it makes possible to have some establishments paying taxes and some others not; finally, it distorts

the capital-labor ratio of a group of informal establishments because this is the optimal response to a probability of

detection that increases with the capital in the establishment.

Note that under complete enforcement the probability of detection plays no important role and the capital-labor

ratios are undistorted. Also notices that both, occupational choices and the allocation of resources across estab-

lishments are “efficient”. This is true because all establishments are now formal and face the same idiosyncratic

distortion (the tax). By “efficient” I mean that the allocation of resources is the same as the one in a version of the

model whith τy = 0.

This last point deserves more explanation. Once every establishment is paying a uniform tax under complete

enforcement, the value of the tax rate does not affect neither occupational choices nor the allocation of resources

across establishments. To see this, lets write the relative labor demands for any two establishments z and z′ facing

the same tax rate τy:

lF(z′,w,r)
lF(z,w,r)

=
((1− τy)z′)

1
1−γ φ(w,r,θk,θl)

((1− τy)z)
1

1−γ φ(w,r,θk,θl)
=

(
z′

z

) 1
1−γ

,

which is independent of the tax rate and depends only on relative productivity and γ . Similarly, occupational

choices under complete tax enforcement are fully described by the employee/entrepreneur threshold z1 (remember,
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that there is no informal sector in this case):

z1 =

 θl

1− γ

´ z̄
z1

z
1

1−γ g(z)dz

G(z1)

1−γ

,

which is also independet of the tax rate.

What this means is that the introduction of complete tax enforcement, makes occupational choices and resource

allocation identical to the ones in a version of the model when τy = 0. Put it differently, economies with complete

enforcement look similar to the economy with τy = 0 in two aspects: occupational choices, and allocation of

resources across establishments. The aspect where these economies differ is the amount of capital accumulation,

and therefore prices and output.

Therefore, the short-run gains in TFP respond to the elimination of the distortions mentioned above. Note first,

that the employee/entrepreneur threshold z1 increases because a group of low-ability individuals no longer find it

attractive to be entrepreneurs, so the average entrepreneurial ability in the economy improves; second, note that

resource allocation across establishments is now efficient, as explained above; and finally note that the capital-labor

ratio displayed by informal establishemnts also improves.

In Table 8, it can be confirmed that the fraction of employees in the economy increases 11%, and the average

managerial ability 22%, as a result of the change in threshold z1. Note that consistent with this, wages decline to a

level that is 0.86 of the benchmark level. Also note that the rental rate of capital increases 14% in this first period.

The effects on the efficient use of resources, are also captured by the labor reallocation across establishment

size categories. This is presented in Figure 6. The improved enforcement policy reduces the allocation of resources

to small establishments and increases the allocation to medium and large establishments. As a consequence, the

mean size is almost doubled.
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Figure 6: Labor Reallocation induced by Complete EnforcementLabor Reallocation due to Improved Enforcement
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The next step is to look at lung-run effects of the introduccion of complete tax enforcement. This exercise is

presented in Table 7. Note that there is no more TFP gains beyond the ones that occur in the short-run, because

occupational choices are not affected neither the allocation of resources. However, capital accumulation increases

22% relative to benchamark because capital is more productive relative to the case with incmoplete enforcement.

Finally, note that wages increase to 0.92 (still below the benchmark level) because workers have more capital to

produce with.

The change in incentives to accumulate capital brought by complete enforcement are reflected in the 14%

increase of the rental rate r in Table 8. This price change is just a consequence of the marginal productivity of

capital going up, which is explained by the removal of the distortions faced by informal entrepreneurs and the

better allocation of resources in the economy. Remeber that an important group of establishments that used to

be informal remain in operation after the enforcement change; these were using capital k(z) = b and exhibited

distorted capital-labor ratios; now these establishments demand capital without restrictions.

In the last exercise I perform in this section, I want to address the effects of incomplete enforcement in mind

of the argument put forth in Lewis (2004): specifically, that the combination of incomplete enforcement and big
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Table 9: Comparison across Steady States
Variable Value under Complete

Enforcement relative to Benchmark
Y 1.11
τy 1
K 1.22

T FP 1.04
Employeeshare 1.11

AvEntrepAb 1.22
w 0.92

government leads to high taxes levied on a small subset of firms. From this perspective, the relevant exercise would

involve increasing enforcement levels while decreasing the tax rate to leave revenue unchanged. By increasing

enforcement levels, the tax base is broadened, and therefore a lower tax rate will result in the same revenue as

before. This will be a way to capture the costs of incomplete enforcement associated with the need for higher taxes.

In Table 7, I present the effects of such an exercise on the steady state values. If Mexico’s present enforcement

policy were complete, it would be able to reduce taxes to 64% of the current levels. This tax reduccion gives an

extra boost to the economy. Overall, output would increase 17%. The Table shows that this increase would be

driven mainly by a 45% increase in capital accumulation, while TFP would play a smaller role with an increase of

4% which occurs fully in the short-run. Wages would increase 9%. In the long run, once accumulation of capital

takes place, labor productivity is increased and the wage rate rises to a level that is 9% larger than the benchmark.

Table 10: Comparison across Steady States
Variable Value under Complete

Enforcement relative to Benchmark
Y 1.17
τy 0.64
K 1.45

T FP 1.04
Employeeshare 1.11

AvEntrepAb 1.22
w 1.09
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7.0.1. TFP effects

The increase in TFP looks small (4%) from the perspective of explaining the development problem. For ex-

ample, Restuccia (2008) reports that in a model with human capital, one would need that US TFP be at least 60%

larger than in Latin America to account for differences in output per worker of a factor of 4.

The main driver of the small gain obtained, is the calibrated value of γ = .75. This value is small when compared

to what has been found in studies focusing in the US (e.g. Atkeson & Kehoe (2005), Guner et al. (2008)). γ controls

the returns to scale at the establishment level. The closer is γ to 1 the lower is the degree of decreasing returns and

the more efficient is to concentrate production in large establishments. In the limiting case of γ = 1 (constant returns

to scale) the efficient output is reached by concentrating all resources in a single unit: the most productive one. The

low value of γ I find, implies that the efficient allocation for Mexico is to have more workers in small units than

countries where the degree of decreasing returns is smaller (i.e., larger γ), equivalently, it implies that the economy

with incomplete enforcement is not too far from the efficient allocation. In fact, according to this estimate, the

efficient allocation for Mexico is to have around 35% of the employees hired by small establishments (those who

hire 20 worker or less). Compare this to a 25% allocation in the US in the same size category. This is consistent

with the results in Figure 6, where it is shown that the reallocation of resources is small when enforcement is

perfect.

An interesting question is: How the results change if γ is set to a value similar to what has been found in

the US (around .85)? It turns out that the structure imposed by the assumption of the underlying entrepreneurial

ability distribution (i.e., that it follows a truncated Pareto distribution) makes impossible to match all the moments

requested before only by varying the parameters of the distribution. In particular, what I find is that I will need to

vary the tax rate along with the distribution parameters to match the desired moments if I keep the returns to scale

parameter fixed. I find that the larger I fix the value of γ , the larger the tax rate needed to match the moments in

section 6.1. Conversely, if I repeat the calibrated exercise and ask to match exactly the same moments as before but

instead of using a tax rate of 26% I use a larger tax rate, the calibrated value of γ needed will be higher.

This conjecture can be explained by the use of propositions 4 and 6. Consider the calibrated economy in section
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6, this is an economy with incomplete enforcement and an output tax of 26%. What would happen if tax rate is

increased? By proposition 4 I know that the worker/entrepreneur threshold z1 will fall, and by corollary 5 I know

that the moments I targeted are going to be reduced. If the goal is to match the targets back but holding the new tax

rate, it is clear by proposition 6 and corollary 7 that decreasing γ will only take us further away from this goal. It

is intuitive, lower values of γ will only make more low productive entrepreneurs willing to enter, and hence further

reduce the mean average, the fraction of workers in large establishments and its mean size.

I exploit this positive relationship in γ and τy to set an upper bound for the tax rate.

7.0.2. Sensitivity to the tax rate

In Table 7.0.2, I present the results of improving the enforcement policy when the starting tax rate is 50%

instead of 26%. As noted in the Calibration part, the actual savings of being informal could be underestimated by

the 26% used so far. Some costs of being formal are not collected as revenue, such as periodic costs associated with

sanitary, environmental, labor regulations, and the like. To that, one could add bribes and red tape costs as well as

entry costs which are specially high in Latin American countries10.

As expected, the value of γ needed to match the moments of section 6.1 is larger in this case and closer to the

value found by studies focusing on the US case (γ = .83).

Table 11: Steady State Comparisons (τy = .50)

Variable Value under Complete
Enforcement relative to Benchmark

Y/L 1.53
τy 0.53

K/L 2.6
T FP 1.12
E/L 1.17

AvManagAb 1.26
w 1.64

As can be seen in Table 7.0.2, when the implicit tax rate is doubled, the increase in productivity associated with

10de Soto (1989), Djankov et al. (2002)
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better enforcement increases 12% that is, 3 times what it increased for a starting tax of 26% of output. More TFP,

and more capital accumulation, lead to an increase of 53% in labor productivity. Given the larger value of γ (.83),

more reallocation occurs. This can be inspected in Figure 7.

Figure 7: Labor Reallocation due to Improved Enforcement (Model)
Labor Reallocation due to Improved Enforcement 

(Model)
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The allocation of labor in small establishments is further reduced when compared to the case when the starting

tax rate is 26%. In contrast, the allocation on medium and large establishments is increased. This brings the average

size of establishments from 5.8 to 21 workers.

Finally, in Table 12 I present a comparison of the hypothetical allocation of labor in Mexico under complete

enforcement obtained from the model. I do this for the cases in which the starting tax rates are 26% and 50%,

respectively, and compare them versus the current allocation in the US.

Table 12: Allocation of Labor under Complete Enforcement
Variable US (data) Undistorted Mexico (model)

Starting τy - 0.26 .50
Under 20 0.26 0.34 0.27

20 to 99 0.29 0.21 0.22

100 or more 0.46 0.46 0.51

Mean Size 18 12 21

The fraction of employees working in firms with 20 or less workers is now 27% which is closer to the 26%
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found in the US data. Similarly the average establishment size is increased to 21 workers, which is closer to the

average size in the US.

Notice that if this sensitivity analysis is repeated for a larger value of the tax rate (say 60%), even more real-

location would occur when imposing the complete enforcement policy. Therefore, I conclude with the following

conjecture:τy = .50 is an upper bound for the actual tax rate. This is because a larger tax rate would imply an

efficient allocation in Mexico that would display implausibly large establishments. It would also need of a larger

value of γ than the one found in studies focusing on the US case.

8. Conclusion

The main goal of this paper was to investigate how the presence of informal establishments due to incomplete

enforcement affects the aggregate outcomes in developing countries. Although a long tradition (starting with Harris

& Todaro (1970)) understands the informal sector simply as a symptom of early stages of development; a more

modern literature associated with Lewis (2004), challenges this view. The Lewis hypothesis highlights the harmful

effects of tax collection policies with limited enforcement.

I study a general equilibrium framework that includes a tax collection policy with limited enforcement. I

calibrate the steady state equilibrium of this model to the case of Mexico. I then investigate the effects of improving

enforcement. I find that under complete enforcement, Mexico’s labor productivity would be 17% higher in the new

steady state.

The first lesson learned in the paper is that informality is associated with resource misallocation. This is driven

by the government inability to enforce tax and regulation policies on all firms. As a result, the tax base is small,

and high taxes have to be levied on a small subset of firms, usually the most productive ones. This has a negative

effect on aggregate productivity by misplacing resources into less productive establishments.

A second lesson is that incomplete enforcement not only gives existing establishments with low productivity

a cost advantage; it also makes it more attractive for entrepreneurs with low ability to start new businesses. This

distorts the mix of productivities of operating establishments, and therefore productivity.

A third important, perhaps unexpected, lesson is that the nature of enforcement policies reduces output through
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its effect on firms’ optimal decisions. In the paper, the specification of the enforcement policy depends on the use

of capital in the establishments. So a group of firms are better off by reducing their capital demands to a level low

enough not to be detected by government authorities. This distorts the capital per worker of informal establishments

and therefore aggregate capital and output.

This paper therefore, emphasizes the gains associated with improving enforcement levels and reducing the

informal sector. I find important gains in productivity and output for countries that at this moment, have a large

fraction of the economic activity under informality.

AppendixA. Employment Distribution across Establishment size categories

I have been careful to compare figures that share a similar observation unit in both countries. For Mexico I com-

bine data from the most recent National Employment and Occupations Survey (ENOE) and the Economic Census

both collected by the National Institute of Statistics (INEGI). The observation unit for both is the establishment

11. I am in the need to combine these two sources because the Economic Census doesn’t collect information of

businesses that don’t use a building or some kind of physical premise permanently “stick to the ground” and as I

have shown, this are not negligible in the Mexican case. I also want to have a distribution of establishments with

employees only, because that is the way data in US is collected. This means that I need disaggregated data for the

lower tier of the distribution which is only publicly available from ENOE.

Because of the way the Census is performed I believe is a good approximation of the size distribution of

medium and large establishments; using the Micro-business survey ENAMIN, I can establish that the larger the

establishment, the larger the probability of being included in the Census. On the other hand, the ENOE is the best

approximation of the size distribution of small establishments. Therefore, I combine the ENOE and the Census

to obtain a full distribution of employment across size categories. Specifically, I use ENOE data to pin down the

fraction of workers in two size categories: 2 to 5 workers, and 6 or more.

11Given the peculiarities of the economic activities in Mexico, the observation unit in the census varies with industry codes. For manu-
facturing, services and trade the unit of observation was the establishment. These three sectors include 97% of the surveyed units. Data for
most of the remaining sectors is collected using the firm as unit of observation. An hybrid unit of observation had to be used for specific
industries such as mining and fishing.
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Once I have these numbers, I proceed to break down the distribution for the category of 6 or more. I do

this using the census data. I obtain the distribution of workers across size categories in the census conditional on

having 6 or more workers. It is important to remark that neither the Census nor the ENAMIN are able to describe

fully the distribution of workers across size categories because the ENAMIN is based on owner information (not

establishments) and the Census does not include establishments with out fixed structures as explained.

AppendixB. Sensitivity to Enforcement Specification and Tax types

AppendixB.1. Considering alternative enforcement policies for the output tax case

In this section I explore the robustness of the results to alternative enforcement policies. I keep the same

step-wise enforcement policy but make the probability of being caught depend on labor and output, each case is

considered independently. The results can be found in Table B.13

Table B.13: Effects of Complete Enforcement on Aggregates

Output tax
Variable Incomp. Complete Enforcement

(1) Enfmt. (2) k as signal y as signal l as signal
τy 0.26 .197 .186 .172

Rev/Y 1 1 1 1
Y = YI +YF 1 1.16 1.10 1.08
K = KI +KF 1 1.38 1.17 1.08
E = EI +EF 1 1.11 1.13 1.14

w 1 1.04 1.04 1.09
T FP = Y/Kνγ 1 1.04 1.04 1.05
AvManagAb 1 1.22 1.26 1.28

The effect on output is reduced to 10% when output is used as a signal to enforce tax policy and to 8% when

labor is used. This compares to an increase of 16% when the enforcement depends on capital. The effect on

TFP is almost the same for the three alternative policy types, 4% when enforcement depends on capital, 4% when

it depends on output and 5% when on labor. The main driver of the different results on output is the effect of

enforcement on capital accumulation. Accumulation is increased only 17% when enforcement depends on output

and 8% when on labor while it increases 38% when on capital.
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The distortion generated by the government on informal firms when enforcement depends on capital is more

harmful because by affecting establishments on their capital size the aggregate demand for capital is decreased

as well as the incentives to accumulate. When the enforcement depends on output this distortion is not as large

because informal entrepreneurs have the ability to reduce output by decreasing both labor and capital, so more

capital is hired by informal firms as a fraction of total capital demand (30%) when compared to the case in which

enforcement depends entirely on capital (17%). Nonetheless the same 30% of employees is allocated on such

establishments under both policies. When the enforcement depends on labor on the other hand, informal firms have

the ability to substitute the labor they can not hire with more capital, so informal firms end up hiring an even larger

fraction of total capital (41%) than in the case when enforcement depends on output.

The incentives to accumulate capital increase more when enforcement is improved in the case it depends on

capital. If one makes the out-of-equilibrium computation for the cases in which enforcement is a function of output

and labor one will get interest rates that clear their respective capital markets of the static competitive equilibria

that are 10% and 5% larger than their corresponding benchmark levels.

AppendixB.2. Considering alternative tax types

In this section I explore how the results are affected when I deviate from the assumption that all factors of

production are taxed at the same rate. As formerly noted, a tax on output is equivalent to tax labor, capital and

entrepreneurial output simultaneously at the same rate12 and this could not be the actual case for the Mexican

economy. Therefore in this section I investigate how the effects of improving enforcement levels could change if I

modify the distortions faced by entrepreneurs. I focus on the case of an enforcement policy that depends on capital.

I proceed by taking deviations from the case where all tax rates are 26% (or equivalently the case of an output

tax equal to 26%). I increase one of the taxes at a time and reduce the other two so that the revenue as a fraction of

output remains at 26%. Every time I increase one of the taxes I reduce the other two while keeping them equal to

each other. For example, consider the case in which the capital is taxed more heavily than the other two margins.

12Specifically, consider the profits of a entrepreneur facing taxes τw, τr and τm on labor, capital and entrepreneurial output respectively.
Profits are: π(z, l,k) = zkθk lθl −wl− rk− τwwl− τrrk− τm(zkθk lθl −wl− rk). When τw = τr = τm = τy, then the profits are the same as
those for a entrepreneur facing only tax τy on output.
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A tax on capital of τr = .35 will need tax rates on labor (τw) and entrepreneurial output (τm) of .2336 to keep the

revenue as a share of formal output at .26. Given the choice of these taxes I run the SMM to match the same targets

as before.

Departing from the economy just described I analyze the effects of complete enforcement by comparing it

against an economy with complete enforcement but faces only an output tax set at a level that collects the same

revenue share of the economy with incomplete enforcement. The results for the case in which I increase the tax

rate of capital are presented in Table AppendixB.2.

Table B.14: Effects of Complete Enforcement. Alternative Tax Distortions.

(k as signal)
Variable τr = .35 τr = .45

(1) Incomp Comp Incomp Comp
τr .35 .194 .45 .193
τw .23 .194 .21 .193
τm .23 .194 .21 .193

Rev/Y 1 1 1 1
Y = YI +YF 1 1.19 1 1.23
K = KI +KF 1 1.53 1 1.68
E = EI +EF 1 1.11 1 1.11

w 1 1.04 1 1.05
T FP = Y/Kνγ 1 1.04 1 1.03
AvManagAb 1 1.22 1 1.22

The accumulation effects of better enforcement are increased when the starting situation taxes capital more

heavily while the effects on TFP remain almost the same. Aggregate output is increased 19% and 23% for the

cases in which the incomplete enforcement case taxes capital at 35% and 45% respectively. The main driver of the

increase in output is the distance between the tax rates payed in the formal sector across enforcement scenarios.

As can be seen the drop is from levels of 35 and 45 when there is incomplete enforcement to 19% when there is

complete enforcement.

One might be worried about the ability to compare these scenarios given that the underlying calibrations differ

across tax levels. So a word is worth about the way the calibrations differ. Two effects are important here. First
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notice that taxing capital at a higher rate in principle affects the capital-output ratio both in the formal sector and

at the aggregate level as reveled by the first order condition θk(1− τm)
(

yF (z)
kF (z)

)
= r(1+ τr − τm). This implies

that a smaller interest rate is needed to replicate the targeted capital-output ratio of 2.0. At the end the formal

entrepreneurs are affected marginally only. The change in the interest rate however has consequences on the

aggregate labor demand increasing the equilibrium wage rate and the worker/entrepreneur threshold. This in turn

reduces the size of the informal sector. If enforcement levels don’t change I won’t be able to replicate the informal

sector size. The economies where the tax rate is larger, need a larger value of b to replicate an informal sector

that hires 30% of employees. I end up with an economy almost identical to the one studied in the previous section

collecting 26% of output but taxing capital at a much higher rate. When enforcement is complete, bigger savings

in the cost of capital are available for the entrepreneurs.

Next I move on to study the effects of enforcement when the starting point is an economy with a larger tax rate

on labor and smaller on the other two taxes. The results are presented in Table AppendixB.2.

Table B.15: Effects of Complete Enforcement on Aggregates

(k as signal)
Variable τw = .45 τm = .45

(1) Incomp Comp Incomp Comp
τr .1905 .205 .13 .192
τw .45 .205 .13 .192
τm .1905 .205 .45 .192

Rev/Y 1 1 1 1
Y = YI +YF 1 1.11 1 1.12
K = KI +KF 1 1.21 1 1.26
E = EI +EF 1 1.13 1 1.10

w 1 1.10 1 0.96
T FP = Y/Kνγ 1 1.05 1 1.04
AvManagAb 1 1.27 1 1.16

The effect on aggregate output is 11% for the case in which the benchmark economy has a tax rate on labor

of 45%. The TFP effect is slightly bigger mainly associated with the effect that large taxes on labor have on its

price and therefore on the worker/entrepreneur threshold. There are more gains on TFP because a large tax on
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labor distorts the worker/entrepreneur threshold by creating a wedge between what entrepreneurs pay and workers

receive. In fact the effect of enforcement on wages is much larger than in the case where I considered only an

output tax. However, the effects of enforcement on accumulation are smaller because there is actually an increase

in the tax rate on capital from about .19 to .20.

Finally I also considered the effects of having a higher tax on entrepreneurial output in the incomplete enforce-

ment economy. The results are presented in Table AppendixB.2. The results are similar in quantitative terms to the

case of a labor tax. TFP effects remain small, and accumulation is smaller than in the case when the tax on capital

is increased. Again, this is due to the relative costs of capital between the incomplete enforcement economy (.13)

and the complete enforcement one (.19).
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